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HLMs in fast reactors and ADS
Heavy liquid metals (HLMs) such
as lead and lead-bismuth-eutectic
(LBE) present some advantages
for their use in fast reactors:
With lower moderation and
absorption than sodium, void
coefficients are smaller
Larger volumes of coolant can be
accommodated, increasing safety
The good natural circulation of
HLMs protects the reactor against
loss-of-flow transients
For ADS with subcritical
assemblies, HLMs can be used as
a target for the neutron source

Thermo-hydraulic specifics for HLMs
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For several reasons, this problem is particularly challenging
The very low Prandtl number (Pr<0.05) makes these flows special.
The thermal boundary layers are thicker than the (th / hy ~ Pr-0.5)
Even at large Re, molecular heat diffusion effects in the turbulent core.
Common analogies between T and u fields (e.g. Prt=1) are not applicable.
Very sensitive to different geometries and boundary conditions
Axial thermal conduction plays a significant role in the developing region
Buoyancy can be superimposed with forced convection (Z = Gr Pr Re-1 Dh L-1)
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Reliable experimental data is essential, but scarce due to difficulties with
Reproducible test conditions, e.g. wetting, no entrained gas, no oxide particles
Instrumentation must face an environment of high temperature, opaqueness, as
well as large electric and thermal conductivity and also, normally, low T.
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Laboratory experience at KALLA with different HLM configurations

Scheme of the MYRRHA reactor

Heat transfer in a single channel

Heat transfer in rod bundle geometries
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Movable measurement
probe for both T and u
Comparison with models,
new ones developed
Developing length in HLMs
is relatively long, leading to
larger heat transfer
coefficients for channel flow.

Single heated rod: annular
channel geometry
Movable rod: study of the
flow development region
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Electrically-heated, 19 pins
hexagonal rod bundle
D = 8.2 mm, P/D = 1.4
Up to 430 kW 1.0 MW m-2
Three grid spacers which
keep the distance
between the rods
provide support for the
dense local temperature
measurements

Spallation targets for accelerator-driven systems
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Conclusions
For the development of fast reactors and ADSs
based on HLMs, thermal-hydraulic is one of the
many disciplines which needs further investigations
While modeling and simulation efforts have been
multiplied worldwide in the past decade, their
experimental validation is still a crucial point.
These experiments require extensive infrastructure
to produce reliable and reproducible measurements
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Forced-convective cooling of the window target
Stagnation points can produce hot spots
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